A mutation in a ganglioside biosynthetic enzyme, ST3GAL5, results in salt & pepper syndrome, a neurocutaneous disorder with altered glycolipid and glycoprotein glycosylation
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‘Salt & Pepper’ syndrome is an autosomal recessive condition characterized by severe intellectual disability, epilepsy, scoliosis, choreoathetosis, dysmorphic facial features and altered dermal pigmentation. High-density SNP array analysis performed on siblings first described with this syndrome detected four shared regions of loss of heterozygosity (LOH). Whole-exome sequencing narrowed the candidate region to chromosome 2p11.2. Sanger sequencing confirmed a homozygous c.994G>A transition (p.E332K) in the ST3GAL5 gene, which encodes for a sialyltransferase also known as GM3 synthase. A different homozygous mutation of this gene has been previously associated with infantile-onset epilepsy syndromes in two other cohorts. The ST3GAL5 enzyme synthesizes ganglioside GM3, a glycososphingolipid enriched in neural tissue, by adding sialic acid to lactosylceramide. Unlike disorders of glycosphingolipid (GSL) degradation, very little is known regarding the molecular and pathophysiologic consequences of altered GSL biosynthesis. Glycolipid analysis confirmed a complete lack of GM3 ganglioside in patient fibroblasts, while microarray analysis of glycosyltransferase mRNAs detected modestly increased expression of ST3GAL5 and greater changes in transcripts encoding enzymes that lie downstream of ST3GAL5 and in other GSL biosynthetic pathways. Comprehensive glycomic analysis of N-linked, O-linked and GSL glycans revealed collateral alterations in response to loss of complex gangliosides in patient fibroblasts and in zebrafish embryos injected with antisense morpholinos that targeted zebrafish st3gal5 expression. Morphant zebrafish embryos also exhibited increased apoptotic cell death in multiple brain regions, emphasizing the importance of GSL expression in normal neural development and function.

INTRODUCTION

The ‘Salt-and-Pepper’ (S&P) syndrome, an autosomal recessive neurocutaneous condition, was originally described in three siblings, two brothers and one sister, with severe intellectual disability, hyper- and hypo-pigmented skin maculae at various locations, dysmorphic facial features, seizures, scoliosis, choreoathetosis, spasticity and abnormal EKG (1). The severe clinical presentation and the unremarkable family history, except for a nephew with autism spectrum disorder, suggested an autosomal recessive form of inheritance. Routine chromosomal and metabolic tests failed to reveal any abnormalities in the patients and array-CGH (competitive genome hybridization) and FRAXA analyses in a male proband were normal. In order to investigate the genetic cause of this condition, we employed a
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combined approach, involving genome-wide high-density SNP microarray analysis of two affected siblings and whole-exome sequencing of one of these using two of the three affected individuals. Our goal was to identify coding variants that were shared by the affected siblings and then employ bioinformatic prediction tools in order to identify potentially causative changes. The best candidate, validated by the data presented in this manuscript, predicted a mutation in a glycosphingolipid (GSL) biosynthetic enzyme, ST3GAL5.

The ST3GAL5 enzyme generates a GSL known as GM3 ganglioside (sialyl-lactosylceramide) from lactosylceramide (Fig. 1). In turn, GM3 is a substrate for extension and further branching reactions that produce all of the major complex gangliosides in neural tissue (2). Thus, loss of ST3GAL5 activity would be predicted to significantly impact the production and diversity of brain gangliosides, which, as a class, account for more of the total sialic acid content at neural cell surfaces than do glycoprotein glycans (3). Gangliosides contribute to neural cell functions through their direct interactions with carbohydrate binding proteins and through their propensity to partition into specialized membrane domains that indirectly modulate multiple cell signaling activities (4–6). The direct and indirect functions of gangliosides are essential for normal brain function, consistent with intellectual disability arising as a sequela of disrupted GSL biosynthesis. Additionally, however, we currently lack even the simplest appreciation of how the impact of altered GSL biosynthesis might ripple through the whole glycome of any cell or tissue. Unlike nucleic acid and protein synthesis, glycan production and processing are not template driven. Rather, glycolipid and glycoprotein glycan modifications are subject to substantial epigenetic and environmental regulation (7). Thus, patients with S&P syndrome provide novel opportunities to investigate the GSL functions essential for normal neural cell activity and to decipher the glycomic consequences of altered GSL biosynthesis.

RESULTS

High-density SNP microarray

High-density SNP microarray analysis of the two patients did not identify any regions of copy number variation of clinical significance and all copy number changes detected (>50 Kb) in either patient were present in the Database of Genomic Variants.
The overall percentage of homozygous autosomal sequence for III-4 and III-5 (Fig. 2) was both within the normal range (approx. 3.5%) at 2.46 and 2.69% respectively. However, abnormally long stretches of continuous homology (LCSH), exceeding 3 Mb, were noted for each patient (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). Three regions of LCSH in patient III-4, ≈7.8 Mb of chromosome 2 (79752445–87581115), and two regions on chromosome 6 of ≈11.7 Mb (121 072 610–156 781 646), were identified. Two LCSH regions in Patient III-5, ≈31.8 Mb on chromosome 2 (55 794 944–87 581 115) and ≈27.1 Mb of chromosome 6 (129 631 804–156 780 260), were present. Since S&P syndrome appeared to be inherited as a autosomal recessive condition and because it appeared to be very rare, we assumed that the parents were distantly related. Therefore, we focused on the regions of LCSH. Regions of LCSH shared between both patients narrowed the genomic regions of interest to ≈7.8 Mb of chromosome 2 (79752445–87581115, Fig. 3) and ≈27.1 Mb of chromosome 6 (129 631 804–156 780 260).

Whole-exome and Sanger sequencing
Whole-exome sequencing was performed on the proband (III-5). The analysis identified 77 insertions and 109 deletions, but none of these were homozygous (Supplementary Material, Table S1). After filtering by dbSNP build 129 and the HapMap databases, 134 non-synonymous substitutions were identified. With the assumptions of S&P syndrome being a very rare autosomal recessive condition, we excluded heterozygous changes and changes not mapping to the LOH regions shared by the affected siblings. Additionally, since an updated dbSNP build was

(PMID: 15286789).

Figure 3. The ST3GAL5 mutation in S&P syndrome generates a p.E322K missense mutation within a highly conserved sialyltransferase domain. (A) ST3GAL5, like all other known mammalian sialyltransferases, is a type 2 transmembrane protein with a very small cytosolic domain (TM denotes transmembrane domain). The portion of the protein found within the Golgi lumen possesses a stalk domain that extends the carboxy-terminal, globular catalytic domain away from the Golgi membrane. All sialyltransferases possess four signature domains: the L-motif (long motif, green), the S-motif (short motif, pink), motif 3 (blue) and the VS-motif (very short motif, turquoise). (B) A survey of known ST3GAL5 S-motif sequences is aligned. Numbers indicate the starting residue of the presented sequences. In S&P syndrome, a c.994G>A transition results in an E->K missense mutation (highlighted in red) at a highly conserved residue within the sialyltransferase S-motif. The amino acids defining the conserved S-motif are boxed in pink and amino acid residues conserved across all identified ST3GAL5 proteins are indicated by a dot. The asterisk in the diagram indicates the approximate position of a mutation previously identified in Old Amish and French cohorts that cause a premature translational stop (see Discussion for more details). The accession numbers for the presented ST3GAL5 sequences are as follows: Homo sapiens NP_001035902.1; Pan troglodytes NP_001032378.1; Macaca mulatta NP_001244429.1; Mus musculus NP_035505.2; Gallus gallus NP_001001192.1; Takifugu rubripes XP_003978941.1; Danio rerio AAI64193.1; Felis catus NP_001032378.1; and D. miro (C and D) The sequences of the wild-type (C) and S&P form (D) of ST3GAL5 were threaded onto the crystal structure of porcine ST3GAL1. The p.E332K mutation disrupts interactions between E332 and three basic residues (K95, R98, and R171). The replacement of the anionic carboxylate of the E residue with the amine of the K residue requires the S&P form of ST3GAL5 to accommodate an additional positive charge within a cluster of basic residues (K95, R98, R171), and, as a result, is predicted to partially unfold the protein.
available, changes reported as SNPs in dbSNP build 137 were excluded along with those predicted to be benign by bioinformatic prediction tools. The one remaining homozygous mutation was a c.994G>A transition in exon 7 of the ST3GAL5 gene, mapping to chromosome 2p11.2, position 86066271–86116157. This alteration results in a missense mutation, p.E332K. The ST3GAL5 gene encodes for a glycosyltransferase, also known as GM3 synthase, which adds sialic acid in α2-3 linkage to lactosylceramide (Galβ4Glcα1-ceramide) forming the GSL, GM3 ganglioside. Sanger sequencing of exon 7 of the ST3GAL5 gene confirmed the homozygous alteration in Patients III-4 and III-5 (Fig. 3). We screened 561 normal individuals from the same geographic area of the family (South Carolina), of which 216 were African Americans like the patients and failed to detect the ST3GAL5 c.994G>A transition.

Predicted impact of the S&P mutation on ST3GAL5 structure

The vertebrate sialyltransferase family of glycosyltransferases, of which ST3GAL5 is a member, is characterized by specific sequence motif elements. Among these elements are the L-motif, which has been shown to be responsible for binding of the donor nucleotide sugar (CMP-NeuAc) and the S-motif, which has been shown to participate in binding of both the donor and the acceptor (lactosylceramide in the case of ST3GAL5) (8,9). The p.E332K S&P syndrome mutation falls directly within the S-motif, predicting that it might disrupt a functionally important structural element (Fig. 3). We utilized multiple bioinformatic prediction tools to assess the pathogenicity of the identified transition, and these tools consistently returned findings of decreased protein stability, altered solvent accessibility, or likely disease causing (Supplementary Material, Table S2).

To augment this bioinformatic analysis, the wild-type and S&P syndrome ST3GAL5 sequences were threaded onto porcine ST3GAL1, the only available mammalian sialyltransferase whose structure has been solved (10). From this modeling, very large, negative folding free energy changes were calculated using three different force field parameters, consistent with the bioinformatics conclusion that the S&P syndrome mutation strongly destabilizes the protein. Averaging the results, the change in the folding-free energy was calculated to be −88.5 kcal/mol (Supplementary Material, Table S3).

In the modeled wild-type structure, E332 participates in a cluster of electrostatic interactions with neighboring positively charged residues (K95, R98, and R171). The distance between the CD atom of E332 and the NZ atom of K95 is only 4 Å and the distance between the CD atom of E332 and the CZ atom of R98 is 5 Å (Fig. 3). Such a structural arrangement results in the formation of two hydrogen bonds, one between E332 and K95 and the other between E332 and R98. Replacement of E332 with the positively charged amino acid K in the S&P syndrome structure positions an additional positive charge into the center of a ring of positive charges and there is little room for a structural rearrangement that might reduce the unfavorable interactions. Thus, in the energy-minimized structures, it can be seen that K332 pushes away from the side chains of K95, R98 and R171 and now the distance between K332 and R98 is 11 Å (Fig. 3). However, the unfavorable interactions cannot be eliminated and the mutant is predicted to be very unstable and perhaps partially unfolded.

Glycosphingolipid profiles of S&P fibroblasts

Total GSL preparations were resolved by TLC and the GSLs were detected with orcinol/H2SO4 reagent (Fig. 4). Three major GSL bands were detected in control fibroblasts that migrated as expected for two neutral globoseries structures (Gb3, Gb4) and one ganglioside (GM3). The GSL profile of fibroblasts cultured from Patient III-5 was also dominated by bands migrating as Gb3 and Gb4, but no GM3 was detected. The lack of detectable GM3 in III-5 fibroblasts is consistent with complete loss of function of ST3GAL5 activity due to the S&P syndrome mutation. To verify the structural assignments of the major and minor GSLs in control and III-5 fibroblasts, total GSL preparations were permethylated and analyzed by mass spectrometry (NSI-MS and MSn). Due to heterogeneity in the sphingosine and fatty acyl components of their ceramide moieties, GSLs sharing the same glycan head group are detected as a family of peaks within an envelope of masses in full MS (Fig. 5). The relative ratio of the peaks detected within each envelope provides information on the ceramide heterogeneity associated with each GSL. NSI-MS analysis verified that the major GSLs expressed in control fibroblasts are Gb3, Gb4, GM2 and GM3. The same neutral GSLs are detected in fibroblasts cultured from Patient III-5, although the envelope of masses associated with each GSL glycan headgroup indicates that the ceramide composition is shifted toward longer fatty acyl chains. Consistent with the TLC analysis, GM3 and GM2 were undetectable in III-5 fibroblasts. Despite the complete absence of GM3 and GM2 in Patient III-5, a relative increase
in the precursor GSL LacCer was not detected. Thus, S&P syndrome fibroblasts do not accumulate the precursor, but instead process it such that extended neutral structures (Gb3 and Gb4 especially) are increased in prevalence. A small amount of GM1b, which is synthesized by ST3GAL2 not ST3GAL5 (Fig. 1), was detected in III-5 fibroblasts (Table 1).

Gene expression microarray
We extracted RNA from fibroblasts harvested from Patient III-5 and designed primers to amplify both the long (418 amino acids) and short (395 amino acids) isoforms of the ST3GAL5 transcripts. The analysis confirmed that both the isoforms were expressed and that the amplified bands matched the expected sizes, indicating that the c.994G>A mutation did not directly affect gene expression or splicing. We performed microarray expression analysis for RNA extracted from Patient III-5 fibroblasts and from 10 normal individual’s fibroblasts to assess the expression levels of mRNAs encoding glycosyltransferases relevant to GSL biosynthesis. The transcript level for B4GALT6, the enzyme responsible for producing LacCer, was decreased five-fold (see Fig. 1 for reference and Table 2). For enzymes that utilize LacCer as substrate and thereby initiate the production of three different GSL core structures, the array revealed significantly decreased expression of A4GALT (Globo series, 2.5-fold), insignificant change in B3GNT5 (Lacto series), and slightly increased expression of ST3GAL5 (Ganglio series, 1.4-fold). For enzymes that extend the Ganglio series core, transcription of B4GALNT1 was increased (4.3-fold) and B3GAL4 was decreased (3.3-fold). For enzymes that cap the Ganglio series GSLs by adding sialic acid to the external Gal residue (ST3GAL2 and ST3GAL3) or to another sialic acid residue (ST8SIA1), transcript changes ranged from a 5-fold decrease to nearly a 2-fold increase. Finally, sialyltransferases that add sialic acid to glycoprotein glycans, but not to GSL, also showed a range of changes, from insignificant (ST3GAL1), to increased nearly 3-fold (ST3GAL4) and decreased 5-fold (ST3GAL6).

O-linked and N-linked glycoprotein glycosylation in S&P syndrome fibroblasts
O-linked glycans were released from control and S&P syndrome fibroblast proteins by reductive b-elimination and characterized by NSI-MSn. The profile of major O-linked glycans is shifted toward more highly sialylated forms (structures 6–9) in III-5 at the expense of precursor structures (structures 1, 2, 4;

### Table 1. Quantification of fibroblast glycosphingolipids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glycosphingolipid&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Percentage of total glycosphingolipid profile&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control fibroblasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HexCer&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LacCer</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gb3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gb4</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gal-Le4&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM1a</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM1b</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD1&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Neutral</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Acidic</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>The MS signal intensity measured for each indicated GSL was normalized to the summed intensity for all quantified GSLs.

<sup>b</sup>Standard GSL nomenclature is used, except where indicated below. Refer to Table 1 for structural representations.

<sup>c</sup>HexCer indicates likely mixture of galactosylceramide and glucosylceramide.

<sup>d</sup>Le4 extended by Gal.

<sup>e</sup>GD1 is a mixture of GD1a and GD1b.

<sup>f</sup>nd indicates not detected.

<sup>g</sup><0.1 indicates detected by fragmentation but not quantifiable in full MS.
The impact of decreased st3gal5 expression on GSL and O-linked glycoprotein glycosylation in zebrafish embryos

Total GSLs harvested from zebrafish embryos were permethylated and analyzed by NCI-MS. The major GSLs expressed in wild-type (WT) 3 dpf embryos are monohexosylceramide and GM3. Ganglioside expression diversifies during normal development, such that by 5 dpf more complex and multiply sialylated GSLs are detected (Fig. 9). The st3gal5 morphant embryos exhibited reduced expression of GM3 and of the more complex GSLs at 3 and 5 dpf. LacCer, the substrate for St3gal5, accumulated in morphants at both days, an increase that was not detected in S&P III-5 fibroblasts. After β-elimination and permethylation, the relative abundance of the indicated glycans was measured by MS. In the S&P fibroblasts, the amount of the core 1 disaccharide and its monosialylated derivative (glycans numbered 1 and 2, respectively) are decreased relative to control, while the disialylated form of the same structure (glycan number 6) is increased, indicating potentially compensatory shifts in glycoprotein sialylation as glycolipid sialylation decreases. A similar shift toward greater sialylation is seen on core 2 structures as well (glycans numbered 4, 7, 8 and 9).

**Table 2. Relative changes in glycosyltransferase mRNA levels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Enzymea</th>
<th>Fold-Change (S&amp;P/Control)b</th>
<th>P-valuec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LacCer synthesis</td>
<td>B4GALT6</td>
<td>0.2 ↓</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globo series initiation</td>
<td>A4GALT</td>
<td>0.4 ↓</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacto series initiation</td>
<td>B3GNT5</td>
<td>0.5 —</td>
<td>0.175d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganglio series initiation</td>
<td>ST3GAL5</td>
<td>1.4 ↑</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganglio series extension and capping</td>
<td>B4GALNT1</td>
<td>4.3 ↑</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B3GALT4</td>
<td>0.3 ↓</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST3GAL2</td>
<td>0.2 ↓</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST3GAL3</td>
<td>1.2 ↑</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST8SIA1</td>
<td>1.8 ↑</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein sialylationd</td>
<td>ST3GAL1</td>
<td>0.8 —</td>
<td>0.520d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST3GAL4</td>
<td>2.7 ↑</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST3GAL6</td>
<td>0.2 ↓</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aThe activity of the enzymes in GSL biosynthesis is summarized in Figure 1.
*bFold-change calculated by dividing the normalized transcript abundance detected in S&P fibroblasts by the normalized transcript abundance detected in control fibroblasts. Arrows indicate a significant increase or decrease (up or down, respectively).
*cP-values by Wilcoxon-Rank-Sum test.
*dNot significant.
*eSialyltransferases which transfer sialic acid preferentially to N-linked and O-linked glycoprotein acceptors, not to GSL.*

Knockdown of st3gal5 in the zebrafish embryo increases neural apoptosis

In order to test whether loss of ST3GAL5 expression impacts embryonic development, 4 ng (0.5 μM) of a translation-blocking antisense morpholino (MO) targeting st3gal5 mRNA was injected into one-cell stage zebrafish embryos and the gross morphology of wild-type and morphant embryos was analyzed at 3 dpf (days post fertilization). Aside from a slight developmental delay, which is typical following morpholino injection, knockdown of st3gal5 expression did not appear to result in any obvious phenotypes, demonstrating that early developmental processes were not affected in the morphants (Fig. 8). Since alterations in GM3 levels have been suggested to affect the viability and function of cultured neurons (11), acridine orange staining was performed to determine whether increased cell death was occurring in the morphant brain. A consistent increase in the number of acridine orange-positive cells was detected in the mid to hindbrain region of morphant embryos. TUNEL staining of morphants verified that this cell death resulted from apoptosis and also revealed increased cell death among neural crest cells in morphant embryos (data not shown). Overexpression of st3gal5 mRNA in the morphant background effectively rescued the cell death phenotype, indicating that this phenotype does not arise from off-target MO effects but is instead a function of decreased St3gal5 activity. A role for st3gal5 in early stages of embryonic brain development is further supported by previous in situ analyses, which revealed significant st3gal5 transcript abundance throughout the embryonic zebrafish brain (11,12).

Prior work on zebrafish st3gal5 suggested that overexpression of st3gal5 mRNA resulted in neuronal cell death, as well as changes in the expression of several neuronal cell markers (11). To address whether overexpression of normal st3gal5 mRNA resulted in phenotypes, 150 pg of st3gal5 mRNA was injected into control embryos and gross morphology and cell death were analyzed. In contrast to the previous studies of other investigators (11), which involved significantly higher mRNA concentrations, embryos injected with 150 pg of mRNA were indistinguishable from non-injected embryos, indicating that overexpression of st3gal5 mRNA is not, by itself, sufficient to cause increased neuronal cell death. In the previous studies, it is difficult to discern whether higher levels of st3gal5 expression causes cell death or whether high levels of its mRNA is toxic. Furthermore, injection of mRNA, which encoded for the E332K S&P syndrome patient mutation within the zebrafish enzyme, into control embryos failed to result in any phenotypes, providing additional evidence that overexpression of st3gal5 mRNA in both control and mutated forms does not alter embryonic development in zebrafish that possess a normal copy of st3gal5.

The glycoprotein O-linked glycan profile is enriched for highly sialylated structures in S&P III-5 fibroblasts. After β-elimination and permethylation, the relative abundance of the indicated glycans was measured by MS. In the S&P fibroblasts, the amount of the core 1 disaccharide and its monosialylated derivative (glycans numbered 1 and 2, respectively) are decreased relative to control, while the disialylated form of the same structure (glycan number 6) is increased, indicating potentially compensatory shifts in glycoprotein sialylation as glycolipid sialylation decreases. A similar shift toward greater sialylation is seen on core 2 structures as well (glycans numbered 4, 7, 8 and 9).
of the zebrafish morphants indicates partial loss of St3gal5 activity, which is supported by the dose-dependent recovery of LacCer and GM3 levels following co-injection of wild-type st3gal5 mRNA (Fig. 10). At 3 dpf, morphants possessed the highest levels of LacCer and lowest levels of GM3, while morphants co-injected with wild-type mRNA exhibited attenuated increases in LacCer and intermediate levels of GM3. Overexpression of st3gal5 achieved by injection of wild-type mRNA into wild-type embryos increased GM3 levels above normal and enhanced the production of the more highly sialylated GSLs GD3 and GT3 that lie biosynthetically downstream of GM3 (Fig. 10). Overexpression of the mutated st3gal5 mRNA did not significantly affect GSL levels, indicating that the S&P form of the enzyme does not possess a dominant negative influence on GSL processing in the presence of endogenous levels of wild-type enzyme.

For O-linked glycans built on the core 1 structure (Galβ3GalNAcα-Ser/Thr), expression in morphant embryos was shifted toward greater sialylation (compare structures 2 with 5, 15, 23 and 25) in 3 dpf embryos, but largely reverted to normal by 5 dpf, perhaps reflecting attenuation of the morpholino knockdown (Fig. 11). A similar reduction at 3 dpf and subsequent normalization at 5 dpf were apparent in the increased levels of sialylated O-linked glycans built on the core 3 structure (GlcNAcβ3GalNAcα-Ser/Thr, compare structures 8, 22) (Fig. 11). Multiple forms of sialic acid were detected in both wild-type and morphant zebrafish O-linked and GSL preparations, including N-acetylneuraminic acid (NeuAc), N-glycolyneuraminic acid (NeuGc) and 2-keto-3-deoxynononic acid; changes in glycan sialylation were not restricted to glycans bearing any one type of sialic acid. Thus, as detected in S&P syndrome fibroblasts, the glycoprotein glycan profile of the zebrafish st3gal5 morphant was shifted toward greater sialylation in response to altered GSL biosynthesis.

**DISCUSSION**

This report joins three other published studies that describe GM3 synthase mutations in other cohorts, expanding the phenotypic presentation associated with GM3 synthase deficiency (13–15). This work also extends our understanding of the underlying molecular pathology associated with loss of ST3GAL5 by providing a uniquely comprehensive analysis of the glycomic consequences associated with altered glycolipid biosynthesis and by biochemically validating an in vivo model system for investigating the pathology engendered by glycomic changes. The present findings demonstrate that ST3GAL5 loss-of-function results in a multisystem disorder characterized by neurological deficits and cutaneous pigmentation changes (15). Furthermore, definitive
alteration in the GSL profile is accompanied by collateral modulation of glycoprotein sialylation in patient fibroblasts and in ST3GAL5-deficient zebrafish embryos. Finally, these glycomic changes drive increased neural apoptosis in the zebrafish brain, suggesting one plausible mechanism for the emergence of intellectual disability in affected patients.

The ST3GAL5 mutation described previously in the Amish and French cohorts generates a protein truncated within the catalytic domain of the enzyme, between the conserved L- and S-motifs. Both of these motifs contribute to the binding of nucleotide sugar donor but only the S-motif has been shown to interact with the LacCer acceptor (8,9,16). Therefore, it is unlikely that the truncated protein binds LacCer, making this precursor freely accessible to glycosyltransferases of other GSL biosynthetic pathways. Consistent with this altered biosynthetic landscape, Fragaki et al. reported significant increases of Gb3 and Gb4 at the expense of a 4-fold decrease of LacCer in fibroblasts from the French cohort (13). In contrast, the S&P syndrome mutation produces a lysine to glutamate substitution in an otherwise intact, but likely disordered, S-motif. While this change is sufficient to render the protein enzymatically inactive, as judged by the complete loss of GM3, it cannot be ruled out that LacCer binding still occurs. Although unproductive for catalysis, this binding may sequester a pool of LacCer away from competing, non-ganglioside GSL biosynthetic pathways, accounting for the less dramatic decrease of LacCer seen in S&P fibroblasts (17,18). While the subtle glycomic alterations detected between these cohorts may arise from real biochemical differences in the stability, activity or targeting of the gene product produced by each variant, they may also reflect the impact of divergent ethnicities on the phenotype, as has been demonstrated for mutant alleles of another human sialyltransferase, ST3GAL3 (19,20).

From the fibroblast analysis reported here and from previous work on the Amish deficiency, a few key elements emerge as guidelines for what to expect in cells of neural origin. First, in all samples derived from these patient populations (plasma and fibroblasts) the lipid portion of the glycolipid profile exhibits a significant shift toward ceramides with increased fatty acid chain length, regardless of which glycan headgroup is attached (13). This shift is also evident in our zebrafish model as well as in a previously published analysis of fibroblast gangliosides harvested from the ST3GAL5 knockout mouse (21). Ceramide remodeling is of interest because fatty acid chain lengths not only determine the biophysical properties of lipid bilayers, but have also been shown to directly modulate protein kinase
activation in response to specific signaling stimuli (22,23). Second, our comprehensive glycomic approach revealed the appearance of collateral changes in O-linked and N-linked glycoprotein glycosylation in S&P syndrome fibroblasts. A previous report also identified shifts in the N-linked glycan profile of fibroblasts harvested from ST3GAL5 knockout mice (24). These glycomic changes must arise as a result of induced changes in the glycan processing machinery since ST3GAL5 has no role in glycoprotein sialylation. It is currently unclear whether increased glycoprotein sialylation, especially on O-linked glycan cores, provides some compensation for loss of GM3 ganglioside or whether altered glycoprotein sialylation generates gain-of-function phenotypes that might also contribute to the pathology of ST3GAL5 deficiency.

The collateral changes in glycoprotein glycosylation that we have detected in S&P fibroblasts might arise from alterations in one or more of the biochemical and cellular components known to be essential for glycan biosynthesis and processing (7). These important regulatory components include the maintenance of appropriate donor nucleotide sugar levels in the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus, the proper trafficking and localization of glycosyltransferases within the secretory apparatus, the trafficking routes taken by individual target glycoproteins, and the transcription/translation of genes and mRNAs encoding processing enzymes. We directly investigated the mRNA levels for genes encoding for transferases relevant to GSL glycosylation and for a subset of sialyltransferases that modify glycoprotein glycans. From other studies in cultured stem cells and mature tissues, it has become clear that glycosyltransferase transcript levels sometimes correlate and sometimes do not correlate with glycan abundances (25,26). Transcript levels usually correlate well with glycan abundances in wild-type cells or tissues when the transcript encodes for an enzyme that lies at a crucial control point along a biosynthetic pathway. In S&P fibroblasts, transcripts for enzymes that would take LacCer down biosynthetic pathways other than ganglioside formation (toward Globo and Lacto series) are actually decreased while their products are increased, perhaps suggesting a feedback mechanism that functions to limit further production of

Figure 9. Knockdown of st3gal5 decreases GSL complexity in zebrafish embryos. (A) The full MS GSL profile of wild-type (WT) embryos 3 days post fertilization (dpf) is dominated by hexaosylceramide and GM3. (B) Morpholino knockdown of st3gal5 (ST3GAL5 MO) decreases GM3 levels at 3 dpf and increases LacCer, the precursor for GM3. (C) At 5 dpf, wild-type GSL profiles become diversified by the appearance of complex, highly sialylated species. (D) st3gal5 MO embryos at 5 dpf are greatly reduced in GM3 and in all of the more complex sialylated GSLs, while LacCer remains elevated in st3gal5 MO embryos at 5 dpf.
bFGF, TNF signaling through multiple receptor pathways, including EGF, PI3K/AKT, PTEN, and ZAP70 (39–45). In some instances, as through associated downstream effectors, such as MAPK, a decrease in mucin-type O-linked glycan sialylation can be attributed to up-regulation of this enzyme. These findings suggest that the S&P enzyme lacks a dominant negative effect on biosynthesis.

ST3GAL5 enzymatic activity in the zebrafish is shown as detected in 3 dpf zebrafish embryos. LacCer is the precursor for the formation of GM3, GA2, and GD3. Knockdown of st3gal5 (MO) reduces GM3 levels, which is expected to decrease the flux of LacCer entering into the formation of GM3, GD3, and more complex gangliosides. Accordingly, LacCer and GA2 levels are increased in the morphant. The increase in LacCer and the decreases in GM3 as well as the more highly sialylated gangliosides (GD3, GT3) can be titrated toward normal levels by expressing WT st3gal5 in the morpholino background (MO + wtRNA). The production of GM3, and more highly sialylated gangliosides, is further enhanced by expression of wild-type st3gal5 in the WT background (wtRNA). Injection of the S&P mutant RNA (mutRNA) into WT embryos has no effect on GSL production, indicating that the S&P enzyme lacks a dominant negative effect on biosynthesis.

Figure 10. Glycosphingolipid levels respond to st3gal5 dosage in zebrafish embryos. The relative abundances of 5 GSLs that lie along the two branching biosynthetic pathways are shown as detected in 3 dpf zebrafish embryos. LacCer is the precursor for the formation of GA2 and GM3. Knockdown of st3gal5 (MO) reduces GM3 levels, which is expected to decrease the flux of LacCer entering into the formation of GM3, GD3, and more complex gangliosides. Accordingly, LacCer and GA2 levels are increased in the morphant. The increase in LacCer and the decreases in GM3 as well as the more highly sialylated gangliosides (GD3, GT3) can be titrated toward normal levels by expressing WT st3gal5 in the morpholino background (MO + wtRNA). The production of GM3, and more highly sialylated gangliosides, is further enhanced by expression of wild-type st3gal5 in the WT background (wtRNA). Injection of the S&P mutant RNA (mutRNA) into WT embryos has no effect on GSL production, indicating that the S&P enzyme lacks a dominant negative effect on biosynthesis.

Ganglioside GM3 has been implicated as a modulator of signaling through multiple receptor pathways, including EGF, bFGF, TNFα, PDGF, VEGF, and insulin (27–38), as well as through associated downstream effectors, such as MAPK, PI3K/AKT, PTEN, and ZAP70 (39–45). In some instances, GM3 serves to enhance signaling through these pathways. Thus, fibroblasts harvested from Amish ST3GAL5 deficient patients exhibit reduced proliferation in response to EGF (46), consistent with previous work in multiple cell types demonstrating altered EGF receptor signaling upon perturbation of ganglioside complexity (30,31,46,47). However, negative regulatory roles for GM3 have also been identified. For instance, insulin signaling is enhanced in the ST3GAL5 knockout mouse and exogenous GM3 blocks VEGF receptor signaling in endothelial cells during angiogenesis (34,48). The pleiotropic effects associated with altered GM3 expression likely reflect the important function of this ganglioside in forming or stabilizing glycolipid enriched membrane microdomains that serve as raft-like platforms to facilitate signaling through multiple pathways (32,33,45,49,50). But structurally specific interactions between receptor proteins and GM3 ganglioside have also been demonstrated (33). Thus, the effect of GM3 depletion on the function of any given cell type will depend strongly on the specific set of receptors and downstream effectors expressed by that cell (51). Loss of GM3 and more complex gangliosides in S&P syndrome and in the Amish ST3GAL5 deficiency reveal the preeminent sensitivity of human neural cells to altered GSL biosynthesis.

Figure 11. The glycoprotein O-linked glycan profile is enriched for highly sialylated structures in zebrafish st3gal5 morphant embryos. (A) O-linked glycans were released by β-elimination from glycoproteins harvested from 3 dpf embryos that were either WT or ST3GAL5 morphants (MO). Following permethylation, glycan profiles were characterized by mass spectrometry. Core 1 disaccharide (glycan number 1), as well as the monosialylated forms of the core 1 disaccharide (glycans numbered 2) were decreased in the morphant, while disialylated and multisialylated core 1 was increased (glycans numbered 5, 23 and 25). (B) At 5 dpf, the shift toward greater O-linked glycan sialylation was attenuated.

Ganglioside GM3 serves to enhance signaling through these pathways. Thus, fibroblasts harvested from Amish ST3GAL5 deficient patients exhibit reduced proliferation in response to EGF (46), consistent with previous work in multiple cell types demonstrating altered EGF receptor signaling upon perturbation of ganglioside complexity (30,31,46,47). However, negative regulatory roles for GM3 have also been identified. For instance, insulin signaling is enhanced in the ST3GAL5 knockout mouse and exogenous GM3 blocks VEGF receptor signaling in endothelial cells during angiogenesis (34,48). The pleiotropic effects associated with altered GM3 expression likely reflect the important function of this ganglioside in forming or stabilizing glycolipid enriched membrane microdomains that serve as raft-like platforms to facilitate signaling through multiple pathways (32,33,45,49,50). But structurally specific interactions between receptor proteins and GM3 ganglioside have also been demonstrated (33). Thus, the effect of GM3 depletion on the function of any given cell type will depend strongly on the specific set of receptors and downstream effectors expressed by that cell (51). Loss of GM3 and more complex gangliosides in S&P syndrome and in the Amish ST3GAL5 deficiency reveal the preeminent sensitivity of human neural cells to altered GSL biosynthesis.

ST3GAL5 knockout mice exhibit enhanced insulin sensitivity, hearing loss due to degeneration of the organ of Corti, neuro-psychological impairments and compromised CD4+ T-cell activation (52–56). In comparison, S&P syndrome and Amish ST3GAL5 deficiency patients present with severe epilepsy, multiple sensory disruptions (hearing and vision) and disorders of neural crest cell migration and function (facial dysmorphogenesis and dermal pigmentation, respectively). To date, seizure disorders have not been reported in the mouse model and neither lymphocyte function nor insulin homeostasis have been investigated in human patients. Thus, despite complete loss of the ST3GAL5 gene in the mouse knockout, the human deficiency appears to present with a more severe phenotype. It remains to be determined whether this difference reflects, in humans, a greater need for complex gangliosides or the effects of expressing an altered ST3GAL5 protein compared with a true null in the mouse. For both the S&P syndrome and Amish
ST3GAL5 synthase deficiencies, the acquisition of neuronal and neural crest cells through induced pluripotent cell production would significantly advance the goal of understanding the contribution of altered GSL biosynthesis to the pathogenesis of specific cell types.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Family K6848

Three African-American siblings with abnormal pigmentation and severe intellectual disability were originally evaluated and reported in 1983 (1). The pigmentary changes were described as ‘salt-and-pepper’ due to scattered hyper-and hypo-pigmented macules ranging from 1 to 5 mm on the face, trunk and extremities including the palms and soles. Additional shared features included microcephaly, abnormal facies (midface hypoplasia, prominent lower face), scoliosis, choreoathetosis, spasticity and abnormal EKG. Radiographic examinations indicated decreased bone mineralization.

Individual III-5 (Fig. 2), the proband, weighed 3.6 kg at birth after an uncomplicated pregnancy. By report, he could sit and was starting to crawl at 6 months. Those skills were lost following a febrile illness shortly thereafter. The pigmentary changes were reported to develop after 2 years of age. When seen at 13 years of age, his measured IQ was 4, and he was nonverbal and nonambulatory. No additional cutaneous changes were noted. Histologic examination of a hyperpigmented lesion demonstrated increased pigmentation in the basal layer of the epidermis, consistent with an erythel or freckle. Prominence of the rete ridges as seen in a lentigo was not noted. Decreased pigment in the basal layer of the epidermis was seen in a hypopigmented lesion. EKG revealed nonspecific conduction changes. He is deceased.

Individual III-4 weighed 4.0 kg at birth after a home delivery. By report, she was not able to sit until 3 years of age. She was nonverbal and nonambulatory, and measured IQ was 2. Re-evaluation of individual III-4 at 33 years of age noted microcephaly, tremor, ataxia, quadriaparesis with incoordination, dyskinesia and spasticity and profound intellectual disability. Serum amino acids and chromosome studies (including fragile site analysis) were normal. An ophthalmology examination demonstrated increased pigmentation in the basal layer of the retina. EKG revealed nonspecific conduction changes. He is deceased.

Individual III-3 weighed 3.6 kg at birth after an uncomplicated pregnancy. All developmental milestones were severely delayed and he was nonverbal and nonambulatory when seen at 12 years of age. He had the additional feature of seizures. Serum amino acids and chromosome analysis, including fragile site analysis, were normal. He is deceased.

Individual IV-2 was born to individual III-4 as a result of a pregnancy by an undetermined family member. She had intra-uterine growth retardation at birth, including microcephaly. At 10 years of age, she was reported to have intellectual disability, cerebral palsy, and to be nonambulatory. She was reported to not have pigmentary changes similar to her mother.

The parents of individuals III-4, III-5 and III-9 and five unaffected full siblings did not have similar pigmentary changes, facial features or neurologic deficits. There was no known consanguinity at the time of evaluation of the family.

High-density SNP microarray analysis

Genomic DNA was isolated and purified from lymphocytes using the QiAamp DNA blood mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). The Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP 6.0 assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA) in the Cytogenetics Diagnostic Laboratory at the Greenwood Genetic Center. Briefly, 250 ng DNA was digested with Nsp I or Sty I (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) and ligated to the appropriate adaptors for subsequent PCR amplification (30 cycles; Titanium DNA Amplification Kit; Clontech, #639240). The PCR products were purified using Agencourt AMPure Magnetic Beads (Fisher, #NC9113390), fragmented, labeled and added to the array chips. Hybridization was performed for 16–18 h in the GeneChip® Hybridization Oven 645. The arrays were washed and stained in the GeneChip® Fluidics Station 450 and scanned using an Affymetrix Genome wide SNP 6.0 array protocol (Affymetrix) using the GeneChip® Scanner 3000 7G. Copy number analysis was performed with Affymetrix’s Genotyping Console 4.0 using the in silico control of 270 HapMap samples.

Copy number and loss of heterozygosity (LOH) analysis were conducted using Genotyping Console software version 4.0. Minimum requirements for copy number segments were set to five probes and 40 kb. For homozygosity mapping and identification of shared regions of LOH, autosomal LOH data were exported and the results were evaluated using Microsoft Excel. The results were based upon reference genome build hg18.

Whole-exome sequencing

The Agilent SureSelect Target Enrichment System capture kit was utilized according to the manufacturer’s sequencing protocol. Genomic DNA was randomly fragmented using a Covaris E220 Ultrasonicator (Covaris, Woburn, MA, USA), and the size of the library fragments was mainly distributed between 150 and 200 bp as viewed by gel electrophoresis. Adapters were ligated to both ends of the resulting fragments. The adapter-ligated templates were purified using the Agencourt AMPure SPRI beads and fragments with an insert size of ~250 bp were excised. Extracted DNA was amplified by a ligation-mediated PCR (LM-PCR), purified and hybridized to the SureSelect Bio-tinylated RNA Library (BAITS) for enrichment. Hybridized fragments were bound to the strepavidin beads and non-hybridized fragments were washed out after 24 h. Captured LM-PCR products were analyzed on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer to estimate the magnitude of enrichment. Each captured library was then loaded on a Hiseq2000 platform and high-throughput sequencing of the captured library was conducted. Raw image files were processed using the Illumina basecalling Software 1.7 with default parameters and the sequences were generated as 90 bp pair-end reads.

Bioinformatic analyses

An Exome Capture pipeline was used for single nucleotide variation and small insertion or deletion (Indel) detection in human exome sequencing (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2). First, before any reads were mapped, a FASTQ purification process was performed, including adapter removal and elimination of
low quality reads. Next, all clean reads were aligned against the reference genome (hg18, build 36) using SOAP2 with parameters that included sequence similarity, pair-end relationships and sequence quality. PCR duplications were removed from SOAP2 output. The SOAP2 output was separated out by chromosome and the alignments were sorted by their mapping sites. SOAPsnp was employed to detect SNPs and these were annotated using suitable criteria. Related statistics data was generated and summarized. Finally, all the qualified data were analyzed for the presence of indels, filtered and annotated. After annotation of the resulting variants, several approaches were applied to identify candidate genes. First, variants were filtered against known SNPs, including dbSNP129 from NCBI, data of 1000 genomes project, 8 hapmap exomes or control samples if available. Second, candidate variants were assumed to be non-synonymous or at splice sites, so neutral changes were removed. Third, only variants which were present in regions of LOH were noted (Supplementary Material, Table S1).

In order to validate the whole-exome sequencing findings, we amplified and sequenced exon 7 of the ST3GAL5 gene using primers designed with Primer 3 Input (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/). As a reference, sequences deposited in the Ensembl genome browser were used (http://www.ensembl.org/index.html), according to genome build GRCh37.1. We used the genomic ENST00000115525 sequence and the transcript ENST00000393808 and ENST00000377332 sequences, encoding for the short (395 amino acids, NP_001035902.1) and long (418 amino acids, NP_003887.3) isoforms of the ST3GAL5 protein, respectively. All substitutions were examined for splice sites that may have been created or deleted, using the Splice Site Calculator (http://192.168.50.223/splicing/maxent.cgi) and the Splice Site Score Calculation (http://rulai.csl.chem.uic.edu/new_alt_exon_db2/HTML/score.html). These alterations were also analyzed by RESCUE-ESE (http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/rescue-ese/) to see if the new variant introduced or removed an exon splicing enhancer (ESE) site. ST3GAL5 sequences were compared with homologous genes in the evolutionary lineages by the UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/), in order to check the conservation rate for each nucleotide variant. All variants identified by whole-exome sequencing were analyzed for their pathogenic potential using bioinformatic resources available at publicly accessible websites (Supplementary Material, Table S2).

Structural modeling and calculation of folding-free energy change

The 3D structure of ST3GAL5 is not available and therefore it was modeled in silico. The sequence of lactosylceramide alpha-2,3-sialyltransferase (gene name ST3GAL5, UniProt identifier ‘SIAT9_HUMAN, Q9UNP4’) was retrieved from the protein knowledgebase UniProtKB (http://www.uniprot.org/). The 3D structure was modeled by the fully automated protein structure homology-modeling server SWISS-MODEL (http://swissmodel.expasy.org/). The model characteristics were as follows: the modeled residue range was set from 95 to 390; the model was based on the crystal structure of mammalian sialyltransferase, Protein Data Bank ID 2WML, Porcine ST3GAL1, (1.90 Å); Sequence Identity 22.62%; E-value 0.00e-1; QMEAN Z-Score -4.64. The wild-type and S&P syndrome structures were both subjected to the TINKER minimization module (‘minimize’ unit in TINKER package with RMS gradient per atom criterion set to 0.01) to energy minimize the structures. After minimization, the total potential energy was calculated with the ‘analyze’ unit in the TINKER package. Three different force field parameters were used independently Amber98, CHARMM27 and OPLS-aa and the results were averaged. Folding-free energy calculations follow the approach we have described previously (Supplementary Material, Table S3) (57,58).

Human gene expression microarrays

The Agilent Whole Human Genome Oligo Microarray, containing over 40 000 human genes and transcripts (59), was used to evaluate gene expression changes in S&P syndrome. Two independent experiments were performed for each fibroblast sample. To maximize the contrast between samples, we implemented a loop experimental design with dye swap (60). Total RNA was isolated using the Agilent Total RNA Isolation Mini Kit (Agilent Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA). RNA samples were labeled with Cy3 or Cy5 fluorescent dye and hybridized for 17 h, and microarray slides were washed and scanned by an Agilent G2505B microarray scanner. Image processing and fluorescence intensity were interpreted and analyzed by Agilent Feature Extraction (version 9.1).

Preparation of GSL

Fibroblasts (between 1–2 × 10^6 for control and 1–1.5 × 10^7 cells for Patient III-5) or dechorionated, manually deyolked zebrafish embryos (150 embryos from 3 dpf and 100 embryos from 5 dpf) were treated with organic solvents to precipitate proteins and extract GSLs as described previously (61). Briefly, cell pellets or zebrafish embryos were Dounce homogenized in 50% methanol on ice, and then ice-cold water (W), methanol (M) and chloroform (C) were added to give a final C/M/W ratio of 4:8:3. The suspension was transferred into a Teflon-lined screw cap glass tube, agitated for 2 h at room temperature and clarified by centrifugation. The supernatant was saved and the resulting pellet was re-extracted three times with fresh C/M/W (4:8:3), and all supernatants were combined as the lipid extract. The final pellets of insoluble materials were dried to yield protein-rich powders that were subsequently used for protein-linked glycan analyses (see below). Lipid extracts were dried under a nitrogen stream and saponified to remove glycosylcerophospholipids (62). Saponification was achieved using 0.5 M KOH in methanol–water (95:5, M/W, v/v) at 37°C for 6 h. Following neutralization with 10% acetic acid on ice, the solution was adjusted to 50% M/W and directly loaded onto a Sep-Pak tC18 cartridge column (Waters, Sep-Pak Vac 1cc, 100 mg resin) equipped with a glass syringe (10 ml) that was previously washed with methanol and pre-equilibrated with distilled water. The initial flow-through from the loading was collected and re-applied to the column to enhance recovery. The loaded column was washed with a total of 30 ml of water. GSLs were then eluted with 3 ml of methanol and dried under a nitrogen stream. Contaminants of free fatty acid resulting from saponification of glycosylcerophospholipids were removed from GSLs by washing the dried GSLs with hexane. Preliminary
analyses of control and patient fibroblast GSLs were performed by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using the following solvent systems: C/M/W (60:35:8) for neutral GSLs; C/M/0.2% CaCl₂ (55:45:10) for gangliosides; C/M/W (60:40:10) for GSL mixtures. Orcinol–H₂SO₄, resorcinol, Dittmer-Lester and Ninhydrin reagents were used for the detection of sugar, sialic acid, phosphate and amine group, respectively.

Release of glycoprotein glycans
O-linked glycans were released from protein powder by reductive β-elimination (63). Protein-rich powder from fibroblasts or zebrafish embryos (2–3 mg) was resuspended in a solution of 100 mM sodium hydroxide and 1 M sodium borohydride, and incubated for 18 h at 45°C. The reaction mixture was neutralized with 10% acetic acid on ice and then loaded onto a column of AG 50W-X8 cation-exchange resin (Bio-Rad) for desalting. The column run-through and a subsequent wash with three bed volumes of 5% acetic acid, both containing released glycans, were combined and lyophilized to dryness. To remove borate from the sample, a solution of 10% acetic acid in methanol was added and the sample was then dried under a stream of nitrogen gas at 37°C, this was repeated for a total of five times. The sample was then resuspended in 5% acetic acid and loaded onto a C18 cartridge column (J.T. Baker Co., 100 mg resin) that was previously washed with acetonitrile and pre-equilibrated with 5% acetic acid. Flow-through from the column was collected after washing and the column was then washed with a total of 3 ml of 5% acetic acid. The flow-through and washes were combined and lyophilized.

N-linked glycans were released from tryptic/chymotryptic digests of protein powder by enzymatic digestion with PNGaseF (61). Between 2 and 3 mg of protein-rich powder was resuspended in 200 μl of trypsin buffer (0.1 M Tris–HCl, pH 8.2, containing 1 mM CaCl₂) by sonication. After boiling for 5 min and cooling to room temperature, 25 μl of trypsin solution (2 mg/ml in trypsin buffer) and 25 μl of chymotrypsin solution (2 mg/ml in trypsin buffer) were added. Digestion was allowed to proceed for 18 h at 37°C before the mixture was boiled for 5 min. Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation, and the supernatant was removed and dried by vacuum centrifugation. The dried peptide/glycopeptide mixture was resuspended in 250 μl of 5% acetic acid (v/v) and loaded onto a Sep-Pak C18 cartridge column. The cartridge was washed with 10 column volumes of 5% acetic acid. Glycopeptides were eluted stepwise, first with 3 volumes of 20% isopropanol alcohol in 5% acetic acid and then with 3 volumes of 40% isopropanol alcohol in 5% acetic acid. The 20 and 40% isopropanol alcohol steps were pooled and evaporated to dryness. Dried glycopeptides were resuspended in 50 μl of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 for digestion with PNGaseF. Following PNGaseF digestion for 18 h at 37°C, released N-linked glycans were separated from the peptide and enzyme by passage through a Sep-Pak C18 cartridge. The digestion mixture was adjusted to 5% acetic acid and loaded onto the Sep-Pak. The column run-through and an additional wash with three column volumes of 5% acetic acid, containing released glycans, were collected together and evaporated to dryness.

Glycosphingolipid analysis
Nanospray ionization mass spectrometry was performed on permethylated glycolipids. For MS of permethylated glycolipids in a positive ion mode, ~0.4 nmol of permethylated total glycolipids were dissolved in 50 μl of 1 mM sodium acetate in methanol–water (1:1) for infusion into a linear ion trap mass spectrometer (Orbi-LTQ, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) using a nanoelectrospray source at a spray flow rate of 0.40 μl/min and the capillary temperature set to 210°C (61,62,64,65). The instrument was tuned to a mixture of permethylated standard neutral GSLs or a mixture of permethylated gangliosides for positive ion mode. For fragmentation by collision-induced dissociation (CID) in MS/MS and MS³, a normalized collision energy of 30–35% was used. Detection and relative quantitative of the prevalence of individual glycolipids were accomplished using the total ion mapping (TIM) and neutral loss scan (NL scan) functionality of the Xcalibur software package version 2.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as previously described (61). For TIM, the m/z range from 600 to 2000 was automatically scanned in successive 2.8 mass unit windows with a window-to-window overlap of 0.8 mass units, which allowed the naturally occurring isotopes of each glycolipid species to be summed into a single response, thereby increasing detection sensitivity. Most glycolipid components were identified as singly, doubly, and triply charged, sodiated species (M + Na) in positive mode. Peaks for all charge states were summed for quantification. Preliminary analysis demonstrated that the major fragment ions in CID MS/MS scans of glycolipid preparations correspond to the neutral loss of the ceramide moiety, leaving intact glycolipid oligosaccharide ions. Therefore, an MS workflow was defined for NL scans in which the highest intensity peak detected by full MS was subjected to CID fragmentation. If an MS/MS profile contained an ion with m/z equivalent to loss of the most prevalent ceramide moiety, MS⁰ fragmentation was initiated. Following this data-dependent acquisition, the workflow returned to the full MS, excluded the parent ion just fragmented, and chose the peak of next highest intensity for the same MS/MS and MS³ analysis.

Analysis of N- and O-linked glycans
Released N- and O-linked glycan powders were permethylated, dissolved in 1 mM sodium acetate in methanol–water (1:1) for infusion into the mass spectrometer. MS analysis was performed in positive ion mode. Detection and relative quantitative of the prevalence of individual N- or O-linked glycans were accomplished by TIM analysis (61,63). For all glycan classes (N-linked, O-linked and GSL), glycan symbolic representations are consistent with the recommendations of the Glycobiology community, as described by Varki, et al. (2013, www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1931/figure/ch1.f5/?report=objectonly).

Zebrafish strains and husbandry
Wild-type zebrafish obtained from Fish 2U (Gibsonton, FL) were maintained using standard protocols. Embryos were raised at 28.8°C and staged according to the criteria established by Kimmel (66). In some cases, 0.003% 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU) was added to the growth medium to block pigmentation.
Handling and euthanasia of fish for all experiments were carried out in compliance with a protocol approved by the University of Georgia’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

**Anti-sense morpholino injection and mRNA rescue of zebrafish embryos**

Expression of st3gal5 was inhibited in developing zebrafish embryos using morpholino oligonucleotides (MOs) designed to target the 5′-untranslated region of the zebrafish st3gal5 message (5′-GGTTCCCTAACCACAAAGTCCTCGGT). 1 nl of a 500 μM MO solution was injected into one-cell stage embryos, yielding a final concentration of 0.5 μM. This dose was chosen following a titration curve that ranged from 0.25 to 1 μM. Mass spectrometric analysis of 3 and 5 dpf (days post fertilization) embryos injected over this concentration range indicated that the 0.5 μM MO yielded the maximal decrease of GM3 ganglioside. Further, the apoptotic phenotype and biochemical features associated with the 0.5 μM dose were rescued with st3gal5 mRNA. Zebrafish st3gal5 was cloned by RT-PCR using primers designed to a GenBank deposited sequence (NM_ 001516.2) that had been annotated as the zebrafish st3gal5 ortholog. RNA was isolated from adult zebrafish brain using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen/Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) and cDNA subsequently generated using iScript CDNA Synthesis Kit (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). The resulting 1.2 kb PCR product was TOPO TA cloned into pCRII (Invitrogen/Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). Capped mRNAs were generated using the Ambion (Invitrogen/Life Technologies) SP6 Message Machine kit and mRNA rescue experiments performed by sequential injection of st3gal5 MO and 150 pg of either WT or mutant st3gal5 mRNA.

**Acridine orange and TUNEL staining**

Acridine orange (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) was diluted in 0.3 × Danieau’s embryo medium to a final concentration of 5 μg/ml. Live 3 dpf embryos previously treated with PTU were dechorionated and placed in this solution for 30 min. They were subsequently washed multiple times over a 1 h period with Danieau’s medium and immediately observed and documented using the GFP optics on an Olympus SZ-16 fluorescent dissecting scope outfitted with Q-capture software and a Retiga 2000R color camera. TUNEL stains were performed using the TMR-Red Cell Death kit (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA) with modest modifications to previously described protocols (67). Modifications included two different modes of permeabilization: embryos were treated either for 2 min on ice in a solution of 0.1% sodium citrate and 0.1% Triton X-100 or for 5 min at 37°C with 10 μg/ml proteinase K. Both the protocols yielded the same results. After washing several times with PBS, embryos were incubated with the reaction mixture. Embryos were deyolked and mounted on slides with the Prolong Gold mounting medium and TUNEL staining was assessed using an Olympus FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL**

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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